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ABSTRACT 
it is shown that a Banach space X is not superreflexive iff there exists a Banach space Y, finitely 
representable in X, which is completely flat, not R-ergodic, not Q-ergodic, and which fails to have 
the fixed point property (for isometries). This unifies some results of Brunel and Sucheston, of 
Brunei, Fong and Sucheston, and of van Dulst. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Banach space X is called ergodic (for isometries) iff for every isometry 
T : X+X the averages (1 in)* Cy:i Ti converge in the strong operator topology, 
i.e. pointwise. By the mean ergodic theorem every reflexive space is ergodic. It 
was proved in [3] and [4] that a space is superergodic iff it is superreflexive. 
Subsequently, in [2] and [5], the generalized notions of R- and Q-ergodicity 
were introduced, and again the corresponding super-properties were shown to 
coincide with superreflexivity. Somewhat later, the first-named author proved 
yet another characterization of superreflexivity ([7]): a space X is superreflexive 
iff every space Y which is finitely representable in X, fails to be flat. Since the 
concepts of non-flatness, R-ergodicity and Q-ergodicity are seemingly 
unrelated, none of these concepts is known to imply any of the others. 
In this paper we introduce one more generalization of ergodicity which we 
term the fixed point property (F.P.P.) (for isometries). We then prove a 
characterization of superreflexivity which includes all previously mentioned 
results: a space X is not superreflexive iff there exists a space Y, finitely 
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representable in X, which is completely flat, and not R-ergodic and not Q- 
ergodic, and fails to have the F.P.P. 
The proof of the non-trivial half proceeds roughly as follows. Assuming that 
X is not superreflexive, we use [7] to choose a completely flat space 2 which is 
finitely representable in X. By [l l] Z is spanned by an infinite supported tree. 
An application of Ramsey’s theorem then produces a new space Y, finitely 
representable in Z (and thus in X), again spanned by an infinite supported tree 
(and therefore completely flat), and possessing an extra property: a certain shift 
operator S, defined in terms of the tree, is an isometry. The definition of the 
infinite supported tree is then used to show that this particular shift cannot be 
isometric in the presence of R-ergodicity or Q-ergodicity. Furthermore, it is 
easy to exhibit an S-invariant closed bounded convex set without a fixed point. 
Some steps in the proof are similar to the corresponding ones in [2] and [S] 
(which again are based on [3] and [4]), but we include them nevertheless, to 
facilitate reading. The difference is that we work with trees here, and that we 
must take care to preserve the infinite supported tree structure while 
constructing the new space. Also the infinite supported tree is used in an 
essential way at the end of the proof where we show that the isometric nature of 
the shift rules out R-ergodicity, Q-ergodicity, and the F.P.P. 
Note that our result says that Y is completely flat, rather than just flat. If we 
were content with a flat Y, then at Ieast the R-ergodicity part of our result 
would be an easy consequence of [ 12]. Indeed, in [ 121 it is shown that for sny 
non-reflexive Banach space X, Xc”) (the completion of UEM A?*“), with XI*“) 
the 2n-th dual of X) is finitely representable in X and not R-ergodic. (Note that 
Perrott’s notion of R-ergodicity is equivalent to the one used here, cf. [2, 
Remark 11). Clearly, if X is flat, then Xcw) is also flat, but not separable, and 
therefore not completely flat. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
If X is a Banach space, then we define &= {x~Xl /xl1 II}, and 
SX = {x~ X 1 [Jx 1 = I} . X * denotes the dual space of X, and ( . , . ) the canonical 
pairing of X and X *. 
DEFINITION 2.1 ((81). A Banach space X is said to be flat iff there exists a 
function g : [0, l]+Sx such that g(0) =-g(l) and g is Lipschitz continuous with 
constant 2. (Equivalently, the girth ([14], [Ml) of BX is 4 and is achieved by 
some curve.) If X = span {g(s) ( 0 5 s I 1) , then X is called completely j7at. 
We recall some basic facts about flat spaces ([9], [lo], [15]). Let X be flat, 
and let g be as above. Then 
(2.1) Hgw-~wII =w -4 (SI,s2 E [O, 11). 
For each s E [0, 11, let g*(s) E X * be a support functional at g(s), i.e. 
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Then 
(2.2) <g(Q,g*(s2))=1 -qs1-s2~ (SlJ2E [O, 11). 
Next we introduce a property which is equivalent to flatness. First define the 
set of dyadic numbers in (0, l), 
(2.3) D={i*2L”jn~M,0<i<2”}. 
Let us agree that whenever we write i-2-“, i is assumed to be odd. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A collection (~d)d~~ in a Banach space X is called an infinite 
supported tree with separation functionals (x&,~~ in X* if the following 
conditions hold: 
(2.4) VdED: Hxd(l11, Ilx;II 51, 
(2.5) M*2-“E:D:Xi.2-fl=~X~Zi-1)2-“-1+~X~2i+*)2-”-l, 
(2.6) Vi*2-“ED VdED: (Xi.2-R,X,*)= 
1 if d<(i- 1)2-” 
-1 if dr(i+ 1)2+. 
(This is the definition from [7] and [6], which is a special case of that in [ll].) If 
X= span (xd I d E D), then (xd)dE~ is called a spanning infinite supported tree. 
If Xis flat, with g as above, it is easily seen, using (2.1) and (2.2), that we get 
an infinite supported tree in X by taking 
P-7) Xj.2-” = 2”-2(g((i - 1)2-“) - g((i + 1)2-“)) (i*2-” ED) 
and 
(2-8) X$=9*(d) (de 0). 
Conversely, if (xd)dE~ is an infinite supported tree in X, with separation 
functionals (~3~~ o, then X is flat, and a g can be found such that (2.7) and 
(2.8) hold. (This is implicit in [l 11, see also [6].) This provides the motivation 
for the choice of the indices dED. Moreover it follows from (2.7) that 
span (xd ( d E D) = span (g(s) I 0 CSI 1 } . Summarizing we have 
THEOREM 2.3. A Banach space is [completely] f!at iff it contains a [spanning] 
infinile supported tree. 
DEFINITION 2.4 ([2]). A real infinite matrix (Qi,i)i4”j=, is called an R-matrix iff it 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(2.9) E @i,j+O if i--+00, 
j=l 
(2.10) lim Qi,j = 0 for each j E Ihl. 
i-m 
Condition (2.9) means that c,T=, ei,j converges for each iE N and that the 
sequence (c,?. , Qi,j)E, either diverges or converges to a limit different from 0. 
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DEFINITION 2.5 (121). A Banach space Xis called R-ergodic (for isometries) iff 
for each isometry T: X+X and for each XEX, there exists an R-matrix 
(@i,i)t:= t such that (J$=, ei,jT’- 'x): 1 converges weakly. 
DEFINITION 2.6 ([5]). Define 
Y={a: bJ+iR)supp<00}. 
Let X be a Banach space. For an isometry T: X+X, XEX, 0~ Y and y : N-*N 
define 
(where v(1) + . ..+v(n- l)=O for n= 1), and 
M(T,x,o)= lim sup {Q(T,x,o,v)l V~EN : Van). 
n-m 
Let r be an integer 12, and let E be a number with OCE I l/r. The space X is 
called (r, @-ergo& (for isometries) iff for any isometry T: X+X, XEX, and 
01 ,...,LTrE~suchthatM(T,x,oi)~l(i=l,..., r), wehave 
AtkE (1, . . . . r):M(T,x,al+~~.+ak-ak+l-...-ar)Ir(l-&). 
X is called Q-ergodic (for isometries) iff it is (r, s)-ergodic for some r12 and E 
with O<EI l/r. 
DEFINITION 2.7. A Banach space X is said to have the fixed poinl property 
(F.P.P.) (for isometries) iff for each isometry T: X-+X and for each closed 
bounded convex set KcX such that TKCK, T has a fixed point in K. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. We say that Y is fin&y 
representable in X, notation Y< X, if for every finite-dimensional subspace F 
of Y and for every e > 0 there exists an isomorphism T: F-X such that 
If being P is a property Banach spaces can have, then we say that a Banach 
space X is super-P iff every Banach space Y with Y< X is P, 
Finally we recall Ramsey’s Theorem. For any set V and any k E IN, Pk( V) 
denotes the collection of all subsets of k’ consisting of k elements. 
THEOREM 2.9. (Ramsey’s Theorem, [13]). Let V be an infinite se?, and let 
k E N. Suppose that Pk( V) = A U B, with A t3 B = 1zI. Then there exists an 
infinite set WC V such that eilher pk( W) CA or Pk( W) C B. 
For the proofs of all statements made in this section, as well as for related 
information, we refer to [6]. 
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3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X be a f/at Banach space. Then there exists a Banach 
space Y such that Y< X, Y is completely flat, Y is not R-etgodic, Y is not Q- 
ergodic, and Y fails to have the F.P.P. 
PROOF. We first outline the proof, breaking it up into several steps, and then 
we provide the details for the various claims made. 
Let X be a flat Banach space, so that we can find an infinite supported tree 
(xd)dE~ in X, with separation functionals (x&~. 
Define 
D’=D\{2-“InE N}, 
.Fg={Q!:0’-4+upp cY<aJ], 
.J&= {ardlrange acQ}. 
For any infinite subset NO of M define 
P(No) = (v : N + NO ) v strictly increasing}, 
and define Y : dx P(bJ)* II? by 
(3.1) ul(w)= i C 
II 
a(d)q- md (a E _c9, v E P(N)). 
i=l deD’ II 
2-‘<d<2-‘+’ 
CLAIM 1. There is an infinite subset INI of N such that for each aE .r8 the 
foilowing holds: 
(3.2) ZL(a)E[RV&>O%z(@EN VVEP(IN~ \{l,...,n(~)}):I5V(a,v)-L(a)I<e. 
CLAIM 2. L is a semi-norm on ~4, 
NOW let Q : .~+J~/L-‘(O) be the quotient map. Then we can define 111 l 11 on 
d/L-1KV by lllQ4ll =U a I( a E ~4) and this is clearly a norm. Let (Y, 111 l 11) be the 
completion of (~&55-~(O), 111 l Ill). 
CLAIM 3. Y contains a spanning infinite supported tree (yd)dE~ (so Y is 
completely flat). 
CLAIM 4. Y<x. 
CLAIM 5. There is an isometry S : Y+ Y for which Syd =y+d (d E 0). 
CLAIM 6. Y is not R-ergodic. 
CLAIM 7. Y is not Q-ergodic. 
CLAIM 8. Y does not have the F.P.P. 
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PROOF OF CLAIM 1. Fix cx E J$. Take k E h\J such that trdc 2-k : a(d) = 0. For 
any infinite subset No of N, define P#Jg) = (v : (I, . . . . k} + MO (v strictly 
increasing}. If v E P&(N), then clearly all extensions P EP( M) of v yield the same 
value !?‘(a, v), so we may define this common value as Y(% v). Put 
C = &,, Icr(d)l. Then for all v E &(n\J) we have 0 I Y(a, v) 5 C. 
Let us write Pk(N)=AUB, with A={~EP~(~)JO(Y((CT,V)<~C} and 
B = {v E Pk(ft4) 1 +C I Y(a; v) I C 1, By Ramsey’s theorem, fN contains an infinite 
subset N’ such that either Pk(bJ')cA or P&~J')cB. Suppose e.g. that the first 
holds. By the same argument there is an infinite subset W of hJ’ such that either 
b’v E MN”) : 0 5 Y(a, v) < +C or Vv E Pk( IW’) : +Cc Y(cr, v) < +C. Repeating this 
argument countably many times, we can find, by a diagonal procedure, an 
infinite subset IN, of tt4 such that for this a! (3.2) holds with tt& instead of tNr . 
Since J& is countable, we can repeat this construction for all ac A@, and 
applying again a diagonal procedure, we find an infinite subset N1 of N such 
that for each aE ~4’ (3.2) holds. But then it holds for each a E A? Indeed, let 
a~d be arbitrary. The setsR,(a)={Y(a;v)(v~P(h\J~\{l,...,n))) (n=1,2,...) 
all are non-empty, and satisfy RI >Rz > -.a lRti > ... . Therefore it is sufficient 
to show that for every E>O there is an n E tt4 such that diam &(a)<~. This can 
be done by taking an a’c A$ such that EdaD, [a(d) - a’(d)1 c&/4. Since (3.2) 
holds for a’, there is an no tt4 such that 
~VEP(tl$\(l, .+*, n}) : ) Y((a’, v) - L(d)1 < E/4. 
But then clearly diam R,,(o) c E. 0 
PROOF OF CLAIM 2. For a fixed v~p(h\l), the function a- Y(q v) is a semi- 
norm on J% But then L, being a pointwise limit of such functions, is also a semi- 
norm on ,A 0 
PROOF OF CLAIM 3. For any dtzD’, define 
(3.3) yd=Q&, 
where &E .Eu’ is defined by 
(3.4) Ed = 
1 if d’=d 
0 if d’~ d, 
and for n E N define 
(3.5) .Y2-n = jF, 2-jy-j.2~n-i. 
Note that the series in (3.5) converges, since for all dczD’ and for all v E P(N) 
we have, for some if tr.l, 
Y(&, v) = I/&d- u(i+j (I = 1, 
so 
(3.6) Ib4 = U&d = 1 (d E D’), 
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and therefore 
(3.7) IljY24l5 1 (n E N). 
It is clear that Y = span {yd I d E LY}, and a fortiori Y = span {yd ] d E D} . 
Now we prove that (yd)dE~ is a tree. For i*Z-” ED’, put 
a=dii.2-n - j&j- 1)2-m- 1 - j6(2i+ 1)2-n- 1. 
If 2-jci*2-“<2-jf1, then also 2-j<(2i* 1)2-“-i <2-j+‘, so for any VEP(P~) 
we have 
Y(a, V)= IIX2i-v(j)i.2-"-jx2j-Vci)(2i-1)2-"-l -jX2j-~(j)(2~+~)~-"-lII =0, 
by the definition of (xd)dE~, so L(a) =O. This means that for any i*2-” ED, 
with i# I, we have 
Yi.2-” = HY@- 1)2-“-l +Y(2i+ 1)2-“-‘)* 
Also, 
m m 
y2-n= C 2-jy3.2-n-j=jy3.2-"-l+j C 2-jy3.2-n-j-I 
;=I j=l 
= jy3.p-1+ jyp-1, 
Now we have to define the separation functionals y$ E Y*(~ED). We would 
like these y$ to satisfy the following conditions: 
(3.8) VdE D : 111~: III 5 1, 
and 
(3.9) Vi~2-“EDVj*2-“ED: (yj.2-~,yj&-m>= 
1 if je2-* 5 (i- 1)~2-” 
-, ifj*2-m,ci+1J+2-n - . 
First define linear functionals @(LED) on .d by 
a(d’)m& . 
Now take a E d and let E > 0 be arbitrary. Then there is a v E P(N) such that 
IY(a,v)-L(a))<&. Take d=i*2-“ED, and let k be such that 2-ksdc2-k+l. 
Now for any d’ = jm2-* E D’ we have 
(3.11) (x&x;) = (X*‘-“(l)~,X2*k-v(k)d), 
where I E tr.l is such that 2-l < d’ < 2- ‘+I. Indeed, if ds(j- 1)*2-“, then krf, so 
2k- “(k)d~ 2’- v(‘)& 0’ - 1)2’- v(l)- *, whence (x&,x: )= (~21-tir)~,x$-~(~) =+l, 
so (3.11) holds. If dr (j + 1)2-“, a similar argument shows that (3.11) holds 
again. Finally, the case (j- 1)2+ < d<(j+ 1)2+ can be reduced to the two 
cases above. Indeed, using (2.5) write 
(j+ 1)2m-” 
x&=2 -m-1+n c X(2h- 1)2-m- 1, 
h=(j- l)z”-“+ I 
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and note that, since d’cD’, i.e. j# 1, we have 2-‘<(2h - 1)2-m-1 <2-l+ 1 
(h=(j- 1)2”-“+ l,..., u+ 1)2”-“). So also in this case (3.11) holds. 
Now (3.11) implies that 
l(a;d:)I= C cW’)xc,x:: 
a(d’)xp v(od’, x;k- vmd 
2-l<d’<2-l+l 
This holds for any E > 0, so 1 (a, 82 > 1 <L(cr). 
This means that for any d E D we can define y$ on &/L-i(O) by 
(3.12) U&y; > = (a,@) 
(since Szl L-~(o) = 0), and that Illyl; IfI I 1, so we can extend y$ to a functional on Y 
with Ill$IJI I 1, i.e. satisfying (3.8). 
For #ED’, dED we have 
(3.13) (Yd’,Yd*) = <&,s:) = (xc&). 
For nE ft$ dED, we have 
(3.14) (yz-tt,J$)= i 2-~0+.2-~-i,y$)= i 2-j(Xf.2-n-j,Xd*)=(X2-n,Xd*)- 
j=l j=l 
From (3.13) and (3.14) it follows that (3.9) holds. Cl 
PROOF OF CLAIM 4. Let F be a finite-dimensional subspace of Y, and let 
(ej)yC i be a basis for F. 
Take E >O. Since Qa is dense in Y, we can find, by a standard argument ([I]), 
cf. [6, Prop. 7.20)), eiEQ& (i= 1, . . ..n) such that for the mapping 
r, : F-span (ei}y= I = F’ determined by T1ei = ei (i = 1, . . . , n), we have 
llT,II*II~;‘ll cl+&* 
There is a finite subset E of D’, such that F’ is contained in QG, with 
G={aIa~~supp acE}. 
Moreover, making E smaller if necessary, we may assume that (yd}dE~ is a 
basis for QG. Then Q Ic is injective (Indeed, QCY= zdEE a(d)yd= 0 implies 
VdEE : a(d) = 0), so L is a norm on G and Qlc is an isometry. Since G is finite- 
dimensional, the norm II 9 11, on G defined by 
is equivalent to L. Therefore, we can find a finite e-net {oi, . .., or} in 
{a~G]L(cr)=l) for the norm 1. iI. 
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By (3.2) there is an ng~ ft4 such that 
WE { 1, l ... r} Vv?EP(M\(l, . . . . no)) : I!P(Q!j, V) -L(ai)l< E. 
Take v~p(lhli\{ 1, +.,, no}) and define fi : G-X by 
Tza= i C a(d)Xp tiild. 
i=l deE 
2-‘<d<Z-‘+ 1 
We claim that 
Vae G : (l -2e)L(a) I 1 T2al~(1+2e)L(a). 
Indeed, take any (r~ G with L(o)= 1. Then there is an io E (1, . . . . r} such that 
CdPE la(d) - cri,(d)l C E. Then we have 
# T2a II 5 1 T2aio 1 + i ,FE /a(d) - ai&d)l l [xzi-q~ 1 
i=l 
2-i<d<2-i+ 1 
I RTzaioH +E= !P(aio,v)+E<L(aio)+2E=1 +2E, 
and analogously 
ITza[rHZai,I) -&=Y(t&, V)-&>L(aiO)-2&=1 -2E. 
Summarizing, for T= T2(QIo)-iTi : F-X we see that 
HT[*1(T-‘/ I- : +;;(l +e). 0 
PROOF OF CLAIM 5. First define S’ : d+d by 
(S’s)(d) = 
a(2d) if de+ 
0 ifdr+. 
For any a E ~4 and v ~P(h\li) we have !P(S’o, v) = rP(cr, v’), if v’ is defined by 
v’(i) = v(i+ 1) (in N). This implies that L(a) = t(S’a) (aEd), so we can define 
S : Qd+ QAV’ by S(Qa) = QS’a, and this S is an isometry, so we can extend it to 
an isometry (again called S) on I’. 
Now for d E D’ we have 
syd = SQdd = QS’6d = @d = y+d 
and for n E M we have 
sy2-" = jT, 2-jSy3.2-"-j = i 2-jy3,2-+ I-i = y2+- I. 0 
j=l 
PROOF OF CLAIM 6. Suppose that Y is R-ergodic, Then there exists an 
R-matrix (Qua);= i such that (CT=, ebjs’-‘y+) = (c;, Qi,in-j)z I converges 
weakly, say to yo. Let yt E Y* be a weak *-limitpoint of (y2+-“);=, . 
Now we calculate ( yo, yz) in two different ways. 
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(i) Fix n E N. Since for fixed j E N we have Em,&, Qi.j = 0 and 
I(Y*-i,Y:&)l~ 1, 
and for j > n we have 
(.Y2-i,Y2*-“> = -1, 
we find that 
Hence (yo,yz) = -lim,+, cJ?=, @,j. 
(ii) Fix Jo N. For n > j we have y2-i = 2j-” C iti’ YQ~ 
2j- “(0 +- (2-j - l)a l), whence ( y2-;, yt> = 1. Therefore 
1)2-n, SO (Yz-i, Ut*n ) = 
which contradicts the result of (i), since lim,_., &Cl ei,j#O. q 
PROOF OF CLAIM 7. Suppose that Y is (r, +ergodic for some rz 2 and some E 
with O<EI~/T. Define /Ji: M-+R (i=l,...,r) by 
i%(n) = I 1 if i=n 0 if i#n (CE IN; i= 1, . . ..r). 
Then (see Definition 2.6) A4(S, ~314, Ui) 5 1 (i= 1, . . . . r), so there exists a 
kE { 1, . . . . r} such that 
M(s,y3/4,61+“‘+bk-~~+I-“‘-~~)~r(l-&). 
Therefore, taking n E M large enough, and taking v(i) = n (i E IN), we have 
But we also have 
+ jli&$3,4- z S93AII 
i=kn+ I 
= ; II i~0Y3.1-‘-’ - J+, Y3.2-‘-2 II 
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So we have a contradiction, and Y is not Q-ergodic. Cl 
PROOF OF CLAIM 8. Put K=z {yz-i Ijfz N}. Clearly SKCK. 
Let y = cJ’=, Ajyz+ be any convex combination of the points y2-j (j = 1,2, . . .) 
and let E >0 be arbitrary. In virtue of (3.9) we have, for sufficiently large m E trJ, 
(y,y~-m)>l --E and (S”‘+‘y,y&) =-1, 
and therefore 
~Y-Sm+lyll >2-E. 
It follows easily now that, for every y ta K, lim,,, [Iy - Snyll = 2. In particular S 
has no fixed point in K. 0 
THEOREM 3.2. A Banach space X is not superreflexive iff there exists a 
Banach space Y such that Y< X, Y is completely flat, Y is not R-ergodic, Y is 
not Q-ergodic, and Y fails to have the F.P.P. 
PROOF. Each reflexive space is R-ergodic, Q-ergodic, and also non-flat. By 
[7], for every non-superreflexive X there is a 2 such that Z< X and Z 
completely flat. Then by Proposition 3.1, there is a Y such that Y< Z (and 
therefore Y< X) satisfying the requirements. Cl 
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